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Gender History of the German-Jewish Immigration to Palestine in the 1930s

In my PhD project I use the category of gender for the historical analysis of the german –
jewish immigration to Palestine in the 1930s. Although many different aspects of the
“german aliya” have been described, very little academic research has been conducted on
the social organization of the relationship between the sexes. This historiographical gap
begs for a study.
Within the fifth alyia some 50. 000 german jews reached palestine in the 1930s. Their
lifes where turned upside down by the immigration process: climate, mentality, political
system, language – nearly everything in their new homeland seemed strange and often
repulsive, provisorily and backward. The Jeckes werent an homogenous group but
differed form earlier immigration waves in certain aspects (eg higher average age, better
education, higher amount of immigrants entering with the capitalist certificate, higher
amount of middle class members). The absorbing yishuv community was characterized
by immigrants from eastern Europe that suspected the new immigrants of endangering
the socialist achievements and refusal of assimilation. Not only different concepts of
Zionism, religious tradition and culture clashed here but 2 models of jewishness: the
german, or western and the east European jewry. The latter turned out to be the leading
model in sense of culture and religion in the yishuv society while the jeckes (who felt
superior in this conflict while in germany) found themselves to be a minority here.
As gender is as an historical phenomenon subjected to historical change its safe to
assume that the migration process had a deep impact on the gender-relations of the
immigrating group and vice versa. With this project I investigate how the process of
immigration and absorption was experienced, shaped and remembered by men and
women, how constructions of masculinity and femininity were challenged during this
process and how the conception of the family valid in german jewish surrounding was
altered in Palestine.

